The Learning Choice Academy
Fall 2018 Full Day Class Descriptions
Grades K5  Adventure classes for Chula Vista and San Diego. Class syllabi will be available
online the first week of classes.
Art (K2 & 35)
Virtually everyone contributes to art in some way. When we study, observe or make our own art we come
away with a fuller understanding of our personal thoughts, feelings and values. By studying the art
movements and styles through history students will become aware of the impact art has in our lives.
Enabling us to discover our own uniqueness and connection to art expression.

Musical Theatre (K2 & 35)
The world is your stage! Fun activities and lessons in drama, voice and dance will make you a seasoned
actor. All students will perform in the endofsession performance showcase on the last day of class.

Wild San Diego (K2 & 35)
Our wild San Diego comes to life as students become scientists and explore the wild creatures that call San
Diego habitats home! In this program taught by Living Coast Discovery Center students will have an
adventurous, handson experience with dissections, animal encounters, and science experiments that lead
them to discover what is unique (and important!) about the wetlands, estuaries, tidepools, beaches and
ocean found in their own backyard.

Woodshop Wizards (K2 & 35)
Woodshop Wizards is a hands on program that uses a variety of age appropriate woodworking hand tools and
materials. These include hammers, nails, safety goggles, sanding blocks, sand paper, paint and paint
brushes. We stress safety and proper use of tools and materials needed for the students to construct several
different projects. They get a hands on experience using real tools and creatively painting and personalizing
their projects to take home. Students utilize math skills and learn engineering concepts as they build their
projects. Those repeating the sessions within the school year will have new projects to create. Students gain
confidence and learn new skills.

